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Abstract
BongoTies are a reusable tool for cable management or general fastening, consisting of a strong
rubber band attached to a bamboo pin. BongoTies is a company founded by our sponsor Tim Petros
that sells its product on a variety of popular shopping sites such as Amazon and eBay as well as
its own BongoTies website. Currently, the assembly process is to hand-tie the rubber band to the
pin for every BongoTie. This is too slow to keep up with the demand for BongoTies, requires a
skilled worker with good dexterity, and can cause pain or injury if the rubber band snaps back onto
the worker’s fingers. In this scope of work report, we present our research into the needs of the
BongoTies company and its workers, examine prior designs that assist in knot tying, and gather
technical information relating to the problem. We propose a project scope: to build a device which
can be used to assist workers in tying BongoTies at home more quickly and safely, along with a
set of relevant specifications the device should meet. This should be accomplished within this
academic year, and a general project schedule is provided with the deadlines for major
deliverables.
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1. Introduction
BongoTies, invented and sold by Mr. Tim Petros, are a rubber band and bamboo peg assembly
used widely in the film and photography industries for cable management, as well as by anyone
needing a convenient fastening tool for organization [1]. A BongoTie consists of a bamboo pin
shaped at both ends like the wide end of a golf tee, and a band of natural rubber tied with a girth
hitch knot around the waist of the pin. This type of knot is also known as the cow hitch, lanyard
knot, or lark’s head, but the girth hitch refers specifically to it being tied from a closed loop. The
BongoTie can then be wrapped around objects and the loose end of the band can be hooked around
the pin, securing the objects (Figure 1). When purchased, the girth hitch knot is already in place,
having been hand-tied by a BongoTies employee. Hand-tying is time-consuming and can be unsafe
when trying to tie too fast, so the demand for BongoTies currently exceeds the supply that Mr.
Petros and his team can produce. Ideally, the machine will decrease tying time to about half of
what it is currently, so the production yield for Mr. Petros’s company could increase up to twice
the current amount.

Figure 1. A BongoTie tied around coiled cable and the separate components [1].
We, the team writing this document, are senior undergraduate mechanical engineering students
from California Polytechnic State University in San Luis Obispo, California. The team is
comprised of 4 undergraduate students: Tori Bornino, Shea Charkowsky, Jackson McLaughlin,
and Zachary Stednitz. Zachary is concentrating in mechatronics and is skilled in using 3D CAD
software to build ideas into real and tangible objects. Tori is also concentrating in mechatronics
and is skilled at integrating controls into a system and structural design. Shea is experienced in
SolidWorks, drafting and GD&T, and MATLAB and specializes in creating mathematical models
of physical systems and software tools for engineering problems. Jackson is concentrating in
mechatronics as well, is interested in creating a new tool to imitate a hand process, and is skilled
with robotics programming and CAD software. For our capstone design project, we are tasked
with designing a machine that enables faster assembly of BongoTies by Mr. Petros’s employees
while they are working from home.
This report establishes an appropriate scope for this project. The Background section
communicates to Mr. Petros and Cal Poly faculty our research into the technical background of
the project and potential existing solutions. In the Project Scope section, we establish our goals for
the device’s functionality. This section includes a functional decomposition diagram and a
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boundary diagram to clarify the scope visually. In the Objectives section, we set the targets for our
specifications and describe our preliminary plan for testing them. The Project Management section
describes our plan of how to complete the project in time and schedules the due dates for the major
deliverables.

2. Background
The initial background research for this project included patent research, finding technical
documentation that would be potentially useful, finding competing products, and customer
research. Our patent search revolved around finding machines that tied knots automatically. We
identified the stakeholders of this project to be the sponsor Mr. Petros and the employees that are
assembling the BongoTies. To conduct our customer research, we interviewed Mr. Petros and one
of his employees, Mrs. Fitzgerald, to gain an insight into the problem we are trying to solve.

2.1 Existing Solutions
Some categories of existing related products are listed in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Categories of relevant existing products.
Name

Citation

Rubber-banding machine

[2]

Grain-binding machines

[3] [4]

Fish hook tying tools

[5] [6] [7]

Sewing machine

[8]

Description
Elastic tying machine that stretches a rubber
band for the user to easily insert materials to be
secured
Machines used to tie rope or thick twine
around grain bales
Tools to aid in tying fishing line; unpowered
hand-held jigs
Interweaves two continuous lines for fastening
fabric

We began our background research into existing solutions by looking at patents for similar knot
tying devices. Most of what we found were complex, industrial machines that do not satisfy the
requirements of safety and size for home use. Additionally, almost all were designed to receive
continuous-line rope or string, and those that handled closed-loop elastic bands were not designed
to tie them into any knot.
Perhaps the patent that matched the closest with our needs is the knot-tying device shown on the
following page (Figure 2). The knot formed around a thin cylindrical object is a clove hitch, which
is similar to the girth hitch used in BongoTies. However, clove hitches cannot be formed from a
closed-loop band, and indeed this machine ties the knot from an open line of string.
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Figure 2. Clove hitch knot tying device [3].

Another mechanism is the CLAAS knotter (Figure 3), the rope-tying component of the CLAAS
baler, a vehicle that automatically forms and ties hay bales. This is a large, heavy, complex piece
of machinery that again ties knots from continuous rope, before cutting the rope where appropriate.
The mechanism is driven by a rotating shaft of constant angular velocity, but complex motions are
achieved using gear sectors and cams [9]. While the device itself does not fit our requirements, it
shows that complex actions can be achieved using very simple inputs, an idea that may be useful
for our eventual product.

Figure 3. The CLAAS knotter mechanism, with knot almost tied (lower center) [9].
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Some available consumer products that aid in tying knots include hand tools to assist the tying of
fishing hooks. They primarily aid with the process of making multiple loops or twists, which is
standard for fishing knots but requires dexterity to perform by hand and risks injury on the sharp
point of the hook. Three main types of tools are available: one which contains the pointed end of
the hook in a case [5], another which is a pencil-shaped tool which clamps onto the hook [6], and
a third that is a metal sloped channel [7]. These tools are all mechanical jigs, with at most one
moving part. Mr. Petros has told us that there is a lot of value in creating a very simple object, so
we can take inspiration from these tools.

Figure 4. (a) Case style tool [5]. (b) Pencil style tool [6]. (c) Channel style tool [7].

The sewing machine was another device we examined for similarity to a BongoTies tying device.
The key aspect of the action is the ability for threads and other components to be passed through
the loop of another thread [8], and often a girth hitch knot is created using a similar action.
While current patents and products have few direct applications to our project, they provide
insights that may be useful during ideation, prototyping, and eventual detailed design.

2.2 Technical Information
One important aspect of our background research is also technical documentation relating to
BongoTies. In particular, the technical information discussed below is helpful to understand the
materials that BongoTies are made of, such as rubber and bamboo. We also researched medical
and workplace regulations that could guide our design in the right direction to create an easy to
use and safe device.
4

2.2.1 Properties of Rubber
One of the most useful and challenging properties of rubber according to Mr. Petros is the tendency
of rubber to “stick” to itself. Due to the high coefficient of friction inherent in rubber, the tying
process is slowed down because of the rubber’s inability to slide smoothly against itself. However,
it is a necessary aspect of the product because it allows the band to stay on the pin without any
additional adhesive or fastening process. Rubber interacting with rubber has a coefficient of static
friction of 1.15, which is one of the highest coefficients for rubber, where rubber interacting with
concrete is 0.6. Both values are significantly higher than a material such as wood which has a
coefficient of static friction of 0.25-0.5 when interacting with itself. [10]
The coefficients of friction for rubber vary depending on the material it contacts. The trend,
however, is that rubber has higher coefficients of friction when in contact with itself than with
most other materials. [11]
Since we will be tasked with tightening the rubber, we researched the stress-strain curve of the
rubber. The following figure was found in a study performed by the University of Michigan.

Figure 5: The characteristic stress-stretch response of vulcanized natural rubber, showing strain
softening, hardening, and the difference between uniaxial and biaxial deformation states for
loadings applied in the 1 direction. The lines are drawn through the data of Treloar (1944) to
guide the eye. [12]
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2.2.2 Medical and Workplace Regulation
The repetitive nature of tying BongoTies is not only unable to meet demand for Mr. Petros’s
product, but it can also affect his employees’ health. One point in our background research was to
understand the effects of these repetitive actions on employees. Repetitive strain injury (RSI) is
the pain felt in muscles and tendons caused by repetitive movement and overuse [13]. When
working a repetitive job, like on an assembly line, it is important to maintain good posture and
take stretch breaks away from work multiple times a day to reduce the risk of repetitive strain
injury [13]. This is important to recognize in our background research, so we can focus on
incorporating ergonomics into our product design to make the product safer for Mr. Petros’s
employees.
We researched whether there were any laws or regulations surrounding work-related repetitive
strain injuries and ergonomics. We found that an OSHA ergonomics rule was developed in 2000,
but rescinded in 2002, and OSHA cannot issue a similar rule [14]. Industry specific guidelines are
published, but employers are cited for failing to address recognized ergonomic hazards under the
General Duty Clause [14].

2.3 Customer Research
The first interview we conducted was with our sponsor, Mr. Petros. He told us that he thought a
machine to fully automate the process was outside of the scope of this project and indicated that a
desktop-sized or smaller device would be most appropriate for the task. Mr. Petros would like to
continue to employ the same assembly team and is not interested in a device which would put them
out of work. The device should enable each worker to assemble more BongoTies. It should also
reduce the skill required to assemble them, since hand-tying requires someone who is good with
their hands. Some potential employees said that the task was too difficult for them. [15]
Our second interview was with Linda Fitzgerald, who has been a BongoTies employee for about
3 years, working part-time to make extra money outside her main work. She ties about 400 bags,
or 4000 individual BongoTies per month. Her main concern expressed throughout our interview
was that the rubber band snapping back is very painful and should be avoided. Ms. Fitzgerald told
us tightening the knot was a greater challenge than forming the knot, and that getting a feel for
when the knot is sufficiently tight was the first challenge in developing the skill of tying. She
mentioned that the rubber makes a squeaking or stretching sound when it is tightened, which she
uses to gauge when the knot is done. This matches the description that Mr. Petros gave us. Being
able to do the job while watching TV or otherwise giving the task partial attention is one of the
things that she likes about working for BongoTies. She can work comfortably while sitting on a
couch. When we asked what improvements she would most like to see in the tying process, she
reiterated that eliminating the risk of snapping was important to her, that she would like a device
that assists with tightening the band, and that gaining the ability to tie more than one band at once
would also help her work more effectively. [16]
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When moving forward in designing this device, we will continually learn about new ways of tying
the girth hitch knot that the BongoTie uses and refer to the knot tying machine patents and products
discussed previously. It’s also important we understand the properties of rubber to design our
machine to never reach the strain limits of the material we are working with. We will also continue
customer research throughout to gain a better understanding of the tying process and incorporate
their feedback into the machine. User experience will be an important part of the design to increase
production among Mr. Petros’s employees and make band-tying accessible for less skilled
workers.

3. Project Scope
As shown in Figure 6 below, the scope of our project includes the assembly of BongoTies. It does
not include modification of the existing product materials or design. It does not include the bagging
of the completed BongoTies, nor changing anything about the manufacturing process or the state
in which the rubber bands and wooden pins are received from the manufacturer.

Figure 6: Boundary diagram of project scope.
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Table 2 below details the needs and wants of the stakeholders in this project. These stakeholders
are Mr. Petros and the BongoTies assembly workers.
Table 2. Stakeholder needs and wants.
Stakeholder Needs

Stakeholder Wants

Safe to use
 No possibility of BongoTie snapping
on worker

Easy to learn; not a skill requiring dexterity
 Average adult could use
 Less than 30 minutes of training

Assemble faster than 10s/BongoTie

Assemble faster than 5s/BongoTie

Operable by one person in their home

Load 5 ties at once to increase speed

Reliability
 Fails assembling BongoTies no more
than 1 in 100
 Fails tightening the BongoTies no
more than 1 in 100

Relatively simple device
 Robotics or electrically powered
components are possible but not
necessary

Light and small enough to be moved
occasionally
 Weighs less than 40 lbs.
 Smaller in volume than 4 ft3

Cost of materials less than $1500

Figure 7 is a functional decomposition of the problem we will be solving. The key points in our
project are positioning the materials (pin and band), constructing the knot, and tightening the knot,
all while prioritizing safety. These basic functions are essential to our project since BongoTies
tying is a highly repeatable action. Steps are followed each time one is tied, and the team
determined these functions to be the most important after handling the BongoTies and
experimenting with different ways of tying the knot.

Figure 7: Functional decomposition of the project task.
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The following deliverables will be provided to Mr. Petros over the course of this project:
1. This Scope of Work Report.
2. A Preliminary Design Report and presentation, which demonstrate a concept prototype and
the ideation process that yielded the design decisions leading to that prototype.
3. A Critical Design Report, which presents a functional prototype with detailed design and
corresponding design process.
4. A Final Design Report and presentation, which demonstrate a final prototype along with
the results of tests and evaluations of the prototype’s performance.
5. At the end of this project cycle in June 2022, a verified functioning prototype including
instructions on how to operate the machine and a list of relevant data metrics, such as time
to tie BongoTies with our machine.
Regular virtual meetings with Mr. Petros and an online repository will enable us to share
documents and other information.

4. Objectives
The scope of the project is to design a safe mechanism to speed up assembly of BongoTies for the
BongoTies employees, because the current method of hand-tying does not meet demand.
Instead of continuing to hand-tie the BongoTies, Mr. Petros would like a relatively simple and
easy to use assembly device. The device must be small enough to be able to fit on desks, easy and
safe to use for home workers, and tie the product in under 10 seconds on average. The boundary
diagram on Page 6 (Figure 6) depicts the scope of this project. The final product should fit on a
table and allow one BongoTies employee to operate it easily by hand.
Using the customer wants and needs that we were given in our interviews, along with what we
learned about the existing products, we created our objectives using Quality Function Deployment
(QFD), an industry practice in which customer requirements, existing products, and engineering
specifications are methodically compared. The process is performed using a diagram known as a
House of Quality, named for its shape. It allows the different stakeholders’ needs and wants to be
matched with engineering specifications, and the competition or related existing products to be
benchmarked against the same specifications.
The outcome of this process is a list of specification target values. These are summarized in Table
3 on the following page. Our House of Quality can be found in Appendix A.
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Table 3. Engineering specifications.

Specification Description

Requirement
or Target
(units)

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1

Time per tie

10 s/tie

Max.

H

Testing

2

Weight

40 lbs.

Max.

M

Inspection

3

Rubber bands cannot release
prematurely, endangering user

Pass

N/A

L

Testing

4

Cost of materials

$1500

Max.

M

Inspection

5

Size (volume)

4 ft3

Max.

M

Inspection

6

Load multiple at a time

5

+5/-4

H

Inspection

7

Time to learn

30 minutes

Max.

M

Testing

8

Repeatability

1 fail/100

Max.

H

Testing

9

Knot security

1 fail/100

Max.

H

Testing

Spec.
#

The following list describes the importance, estimated risk in meeting the target, and method of
testing each specification in Table 3 above.
i.

The primary purpose of our device is to increase the speed of BongoTie assembly. The
current method of hand-assembly takes on average 10 seconds to assemble one BongoTie.
For our mechanism to be worthwhile, we need to beat this metric. We propose to test this
specification by timing 100 cycles of our mechanism. We consider this metric high-risk
because hand-tying already requires complex motions of the hand and fingers.

ii.

Our mechanism will be used primarily in residential buildings and will therefore need to
be portable; therefore, the weight needs to be light enough that the average adult could
move it on a semi-regular basis. We will weigh the final prototype of the mechanism to
ensure that it meets our specification.

iii.

One of the current safety hazards when hand-tying the BongoTie is the threat of the rubber
band releasing prematurely. To ensure that has a low risk of occurring, we will design the
mechanism with proper safety shields in place.
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iv.

The stakeholder wants the cost of materials to be less than $1500. We will calculate the
cost of the materials of our final prototype to see if our design meets this metric. We
consider this medium-risk because if we decide to pursue automation, any electronics or
intricate components within our design would rapidly increase the cost of our mechanism.

v.

Again, the mechanism needs to be portable and fit within a residential building. By
inspection, we will ensure that the final design falls within a 4 ft 3 envelope.

vi.

One method of increasing the assembly speed is to have multiple BongoTies loaded at
once. The user should be able to complete multiple ties before loading the device with
bands or pins. This is a high-risk specification due to the increased complexity of loading
multiple at once.

vii.

BongoTies employs people in the cottage industry; therefore, there will be minimal training
on how to use the mechanism. To test this specification, we will test to make sure an
untrained person can learn how to operate the machine within 30 minutes. We will test this
metric on other classmates, family members, or roommates.

viii.

Our mechanism will need to be able to assemble the BongoTies reliably. We propose to
test this by assembling 1000 BongoTies and recording the number of BongoTies that were
unsuccessfully assembled. This metric is high-risk because intricate motions require
precision to repeatedly complete successfully.

ix.

Knot security. Mr. Petros tells us that the knots should not come undone once the
BongoTies are packaged in a bag to be sold. We can test this by shaking the ties (maybe
while in the actual packaging) that were made by our device, in order to simulate the
vibration that may occur during shipping, shelving, and handling the bags.

5. Project Management
Our major upcoming deliverables are shown in Table 4 on the following page. The project began
with background research into existing designs and patents and extended into customer research
with interviews with Mr. Petros and Mrs. Fitzgerald, culminating in this scope of work report. In
the next phase of the project, we will begin ideating designs and prepare a concept CAD model
and concept prototype. We will present these in the Preliminary Design Review in November to
receive feedback from peers, coaches, and Mr. Petros. After the Preliminary Design Review, we
will revise and iterate on the concept prototype to build a structural prototype for the Critical
Design Review in February. After this, we will again iterate on the design, build a verification
prototype, and test the prototype. If disclosure is authorized, the product will be shown at the 2022
Senior Project Expo at Cal Poly SLO at the end of May. The Final Design Review will be
conducted the following week in June.
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Table 4. Major project deliverables and dates
Deliverable

Due Date

Lead Member

Concept CAD

11/4/2021

Jackson McLaughlin

Concept Prototype

11/18/2021

Shea Charkowsky

Preliminary Design Review

11/18/2021

Tori Bornino

Interim Design Review

1/13/2022

Zachary Stednitz

Build Structural Prototype

1/25/2022

All Members

Critical Design Review

2/11/2022

Tori Bornino

Verification Prototype

4/26/2022

Shea Charkowsky

Testing

5/12/2022

Jackson McLaughlin

Senior Project Expo

5/27/2022

Zachary Stednitz

Final Design Review

6/3/2022

All Members

The major tasks that we are required to finish before the Preliminary Design Review in November
include design ideation, developing concept CAD for the chosen design(s), and building the final
concept prototype. When ideating designs for preliminary design review, the most important part
is coming up with as many ideas as possible. Regardless of their efficacy in solving the problem
at hand, we can use the ideas to further change our design. When creating the CAD model for
building the concept prototype, the goal is to create a design that can be easily drawn and
manufactured. This means reducing complexity in CAD and specifying hole sizes and placements
completely before building.
In addition to the major milestones listed in the table above, we also compiled these deadlines into
a more detailed project management template on Team Gantt. The Gantt chart includes smaller
milestones, shows dependencies between tasks, and occasionally has work assigned to specific
people on the project. The Gantt chart being referenced can be seen in Appendix B.

6. Conclusion
The document presented is meant to be a statement of our understanding of the design problem
and describe our project plan moving forward. This scope of work compiles all the initial
background research, diagrams, customer needs, and specifications created in the project so far.
The next project deliverable is the Preliminary Design Review, which will be completed and
presented to the sponsor on November 18th, 2021.
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Appendix A: House of Quality

The spreadsheet above is known as a “House of Quality,” used in the engineering design process
for quality function deployment (QFD). Its purpose is to understand the problem to be solved by
examine customer requirements and pre-existing similar products, with the eventual goal of
creating achievable and testable design specifications. On the upper left, we list the customers and
users of this product, and under the column labeled “WHAT,” we list what the customers need and
desire in this product. The intersection of these two categories is where we show the relative
A1

priorities of these requirements, which are summed under the “relative weight” column. On the
upper right, we list related products and estimate how well they satisfy the customer requirements.
Based on these two sets of data, we determine at the top center a set of engineering requirements—
measurable and achievable—that capture the customer’s needs and desires. In the central area,
dots and triangles indicate correlation between the customer requirements and our engineering
requirements; a strong correlation indicates that that requirement is captured by the engineering
specifications, and lack of correlation indicates that a requirement may be either missing or
unnecessary. The triangular “roof” of the house shows potential correlation among the engineering
specification, which can further indicate redundancy or conflict.
Finally, correlations and relative priority weights are summed in the bottom section, and target
values for the engineering specifications are established based on the capabilities of pre-existing
products as well as the time and resources available to our team.
Completion of this House of Quality determined the specifications table (Table 3) given in the
Project Scope section.
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Appendix B: Gantt Chart
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